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	Untitled

	Comments:: One of the most common issues we see with athletes is that they put the blade in the water by mostly lifting their shoulders.  This issue is world wide and is frequently created when athletes commence rowing.  We are told that rowing is hard work and if you are taking the catch with agression, tension and power then the catch and initial drive feels powerful and hard and therefore good.  Not so, particularily in small boats, as this shoulder lift (and frequently arm grab) uses muscles that are then not available later in the stroke when they are needed.  Additionally, more power at the catch, especially before solid connection with the water, checks the run of the boat and therefore reduces speed.  
Therefore, shoulder lift at the catch usually slows the boat at the catch and reduces the power available when needed later in the stroke
	Video Detail1: Video Notes
	Session Focus Title1: Session Focus
	Session Detail Title1: Session Details
	Day Date and Time1: 
	Video Description1: In this video we discuss when the body should open in a sculling boat.  Best practiced on an ergo before the boat as it is a stable platform.
	Session Focus1: The most importand take from the session is to understand that it is vital to have a relaxed upper body and to have your lower core muscles engaged.  Important - leg drive first.
	Session Detail1: We suggest practice the movements demonstrated without the handle first.  Remember if you are a shoulder lifting rower then it will feel that you delay applying the body and shoulders for a very long time until very late in the drive phase.Remember to engage the core before the catch and leave the shoulders low until 3/4 slide.
	Day Date and Time2: 
	Video Description2: This video follows on from the first one and provides a simple method of reminding the athlete when they should engage the body in the drive.
	Session Focus2: Similar focus as before but practice delaying the body movement until the tape is felt.  You may need to adjust the tape until is works for you. Video the drive and move the tape to where most effective.
	Session Detail2: The goal of this session is to consolidate what has been learned from the videos.  It is important to film from the side or have someone observe to make sure the shoulder movement is delayed.If you can have bare shoulders as it will make it much easier to see the shoulder engagement.  A mirror will help to see it as well.
	Day Date and Time3: 
	Video Description3: One of the effects of leaving the shoulder and body drive until later is that the catch will feel not as powerful.  This should happen and is good sign.
	Session Focus3: This video highlights that the catch is not meant to be hard as the boat is at it’s slowest at this point.  The aim is to pick up the load of the water with legs and save the body power until later in the drive.
	Session Detail3: Most athletes when they begin rowing think that as rowing is meant to be hard work that if it feels hard at the catch then that is a good thing.  Particularly in a small boat it is almost the opposite in that you want to pick up the load first and then gradually accelerate to the finish.  Hence not having an aggressive catch is good. 
	Day Date and Time4: 
	Video Description4: A simple way to fix the issue of lifting the shoulders is to practice shooting the slide and then engage the lower core.
	Session Focus4: Practice shooting the slide for a while, ie. have the seat move faster than the handle. Once comfortable that this “bad” technique is consistent, turn your lower core on hard immediatley before the catch
	Session Detail4: Also make sure that your grip and shoulders are very relaxed. You will find that it is virtually impossible to lift your shoulders at the catch when you turn your core on with relaxed shoulder and try to shoot the slide.Then practice repetitions of core and no core to reinforce that the shoulders do not need to lift, leaving them for later power application. 
	Day Date and Time5: 
	Video to WatchRow1: This is an imporant concept that emphasises the focus on legs at the catch and first part of the drive not the body and shoulders.
	Session Focus5: It is very important to understand that for the first 3/4 of the slide (in a small boat) is undertaken by the legs not the body and shoulders.  In the athletes mind focus on knees leaving the body not the body leaving the knees.
	Session Detail5: The use of the sponge provides a tactile sensation that firstly reminds the athlete at the catch of what is needed and provides a tangible point at which the body should open up.  Most athletes will say that, to get it right, they need to delay opening for what seems a very long time.  This is what the correct technique should feel like.
	play_af_image: 
	Program Name:  Remove Shoulder Lift at the Catch
	Team Name: Heather
	Technique Notes: Shoulder lift removal is frequently the most important item to correct in a rowers technique as it’s presence has an adverse impact on many other parts of the rowing stroke.  This is why we feel athletes need to understand and correct this issue first in any program.Shoulder lift makes it difficult to execute a good catch, be relaxed and have sufficient power in the latter part of the drive.This program of five sessions is designed to teach methods to eliminate should lift at the catch.  The most important lesson is to understand that a good catch is not agressive and should feel relaxed. Quick hand movements, relaxed shoulders, lower core on and simply push with the legs.  Then once connected, push with the legs (no shoulder lift) and when the legs are at about 3/4 slide open the body from the lower back then finish with the arms.  The arms should only be engaged once the body reaches vertical.Practice on the ergo first as this will give the best outcome.  We suggest start without the handle to embed the pattern, then move to a low load, initially with a piece of paper over the fan intake and then when confident remove the paper and slowly increase the load.  The temptation of most athletes that do lift their shoulder at the catch is to lift more as the load increases.One critical step for some athletes is to understand that the oar needs to be put in with straight, relaxed arms.  If the athlete usually lifts their shoulders a lot then they need to replace that part of the handle movement with a greater lifting of the hands.  Make sure that they pivot the arm from the shoulder, ie treat the shoulder as a hinge.

In the side panel we have a few supplementary videos that will also assist in understanding some associated aspects.
	Video Heading: Additional Related Videos
	Video1: When to open at catch
	Video2:  How to stop shoulder lift
	Video3:  Catch feeling
	Video4:  Shoot the slide fix
	Video5:  Legs away from body
	Extra 1: Separate Handle and Seat Movement at the Catch
This video discusses the movement of the arms to correctly place the sculling blades in the water at the catch.
	Extra 2: Sore Shoulders and Arms when rowing?

Relaxation is key in the first part of the drive
	Extra 3: Which part of your core to engage at the catch?

Here we demonstrate how to isolate the lower core from the upper core.
	Extra 4: Hang at the catch - what does it mean

This video provides a great demonstration of hanging off the handle 
	Extra 5: Change the way you think about opening the body when rowing

Here Lachlan demonstrates the difference between opening the body and lifting the shoulders


